The heirs of the planet are a group composed by children and young people who inhabit rural regions of the Nariño Department in Colombia, we call ourselves that way because we carry out actions to conserve all forms of life, water, ecosystems and traditions of our territories supported by the Associative Mingas and the ADC Peasant Development Association.

Meeting with the knowledge and flavours of the region

Yacuanquer, Nariño. October 2018.
With great success the fifth "Children and youth Meeting of flavors and traditional knowledge" was carried out by the Association for the Peasant Development ADC with support from the City Hall conducted in Yacuanquer on October 28. At Cultural encounter 320 children participated and young members of 17 groups of Heirs of the Planet of eight municipalities from the department of Nariño.

This event, in addition to promoting good feeding practices in youth, manages to rescue the knowledge base of the Nariño peasant culture, as well as generating a proposal to exchange experiences and publicize new ways of transforming agricultural products such as cassava cake recipes, pea meatballs, arracacha cake, elderberry jam, among other delicious preparations prepared by the Heirs of the Planet.

All the details of the meeting may be seen in the following link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6M2W1R Wui3E&t=7s&fbclid=IwAR0hxxv0eW4WvGZ PzDj2zXQnx17vTfVgmy-aajTNq9xTTPXzoQyrjuvYkQJC0
FORMING NEW LEADERSHIPS: INTEGRAL TRAINING CYCLE FOR RURAL YOUNG PEOPLE 2018

The training cycle leverages and motivates the new leaders of the peasant and indigenous communities to become qualified in essential subjects to support community initiatives, such as social work, food security, and the conservation of biodiversity, among others.

Its main purpose is to exchange experiences in agricultural production from local knowledge, in response to the need to produce and consume food in a sustainable manner.

The young Heirs of the Planet assume these training spaces with responsibility, strengthening the network of groups in different areas of the department and increasing the levels of affection through the exchange of knowledge that allows them to build alternatives around rural culture, identity and the production of food with agro-ecological principles.
El Motilón Path, El Encano Village, Pasto. December 2018. The seventh edition of the "Laguna de la Cocha Ramsar wetland bird community festival" was held, a natural and cultural conservation strategy led by the ADC Peasant Development Association and the Asoyarochoa Minga in favor of birds, children, biodiversity and culture.

On this occasion, the bird festival was held in the Natural Reserves of El Motilón, in El Encano village. The meeting was attended by about 140 people from Colombia and Ecuador who contributed their experience and enthusiasm in counting the birds of the wetland, in addition to achieving the link to the event of institutions such as Natural Parks of Colombia, Indigenous Reservation Refugio del Sol and the Government of Nariño.

Find more information in: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KQJQHrBrYII